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Relative importance of anharmonic corrections to molecular vibrational energies, nuclear magnetic
resonance �NMR� chemical shifts, and J-coupling constants was assessed for a model set of methane
derivatives, differently charged alanine forms, and sugar models. Molecular quartic force fields and
NMR parameter derivatives were obtained quantum mechanically by a numerical differentiation. In
most cases the harmonic vibrational function combined with the property second derivatives
provided the largest correction of the equilibrium values, while anharmonic corrections �third and
fourth energy derivatives� were found less important. The most computationally expensive
off-diagonal quartic energy derivatives involving four different coordinates provided a negligible
contribution. The vibrational corrections of NMR shifts were small and yielded a convincing
improvement only for very accurate wave function calculations. For the indirect spin-spin coupling
constants the averaging significantly improved already the equilibrium values obtained at the
density functional theory level. Both first and complete second shielding derivatives were found
important for the shift corrections, while for the J-coupling constants the vibrational parts were
dominated by the diagonal second derivatives. The vibrational corrections were also applied to some
isotopic effects, where the corrected values reasonably well reproduced the experiment, but only if
a full second-order expansion of the NMR parameters was included. Contributions of individual
vibrational modes for the averaging are discussed. Similar behavior was found for the methane
derivatives, and for the larger and polar molecules. The vibrational averaging thus facilitates
interpretation of previous experimental results and suggests that it can make future molecular
structural studies more reliable. Because of the lengthy numerical differentiation required to
compute the NMR parameter derivatives their analytical implementation in future quantum
chemistry packages is desirable. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3081317�

I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear magnetic resonance �NMR� became a standard
analytical method in many fields of chemistry and biology a
long time ago.1 Later, the possibility to calculate accurately
some spectral characteristics by quantum chemical codes
from the first principles provided a welcome enhancement of
the technique that made molecular structural studies more
accurate.2,3 An important milestone in this process was over-
coming the origin dependence of calculated chemical shifts,4

and implementation of the coupled-perturbed techniques.5

The computationally relatively cheap density functional
theory �DFT� made it feasible to predict routinely the indi-
rect spin-spin interaction constants �often referred to as the
J-coupling� also for larger molecules.4,5

It was soon realized that the shifts and spin-spin cou-
plings are generally very dependent not only on molecular
structure, but also on the environment, molecular flexibility,
and temperature.2,6–11 The need to study the geometrical

dependence of the NMR parameters was particularly initi-
ated by increased precision of the computational methods.6 A
rotational averaging was found important and implemented
for both indirect and direct spin-spin coupling.12 In
H-bonded systems, for example, a considerable influence of
the potential energy surface anharmonicity on the shifts was
predicted.13 Although the averaging over vibrational coordi-
nates requires a substantial increase in computer time it is
beneficial and necessary for precise results.

Regularly, the dependence of the NMR parameters on
atomic coordinates is considered as a perturbation to values
obtained for an equilibrium structure. For many molecules,
Taylor expansions of potential energy and NMR properties at
reference geometries are appropriate. Various approxima-
tions involving limited geometry dependence of molecular
parameters were proposed in the past. For example, diagonal
second derivatives of the shifts were averaged over harmonic
vibrational functions, or analytical derivatives were obtained
and averaged using the normal mode coordinates.8,14,15 Sig-
nificant vibrational contributions to the NMR parameters can
be found both in small and larger molecules.14,15 Sometimes,
ad hoc vibrational corrections are added.16 An interesting
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scheme of averaging with a nonequilibrium geometry as a
reference point was proposed.9,17 For small molecules, con-
tribution of the centrifugal distortion to the temperature de-
pendence of some NMR parameters could be considered.10,11

However, there are only few systematic studies estimating
relative contributions of various derivative terms.18 A com-
putation involving complete second-order Taylor expansion
terms of couplings and fourth-order energy expansion is not
known to us. For NMR shifts large vibrational contributions
including the quartic force field and higher-order property
derivatives have been found for diatomic molecules.17

To understand better the relative importance of the vari-
ous terms, we investigate averaging of NMR shifts and
J-couplings with harmonic wave function, and with anhar-
monic potential energy surface where the cubic, semidiago-
nal �iijk, see below� and all �ijkl� quartic constants are in-
cluded. Likewise, we look at the relative contributions of
first, diagonal second, and complete second derivatives of
the shifts and coupling constants to the total vibrational cor-
rections of the equilibrium values. The results suggest that
many simplified approaches proposed in the past because of
their computational convenience are justified and may im-
prove the agreement with the experiment; obviously, more
reliable results are still obtained with the complete set of the
property derivatives. From the practical point of view, the
coupling constant averaging appears more important than for
the shifts, as the latter are more related to the environmental
factors and less connected to the molecular structure.19 Pre-
cise prediction of the shifts is also hampered by the limited
precision of contemporary DFT functionals that are not well
suited to magnetic phenomena including current density.20,21

We observed this insufficiency for the methane derivatives,
where we could estimate the DFT error by a comparison with
more precise wave function �CCSD, CCSDT� computations.

As a default, the common B3LYP functional22 is used in
the present study since it allows an efficient estimation of the
vibrational behavior of NMR shifts and coupling at a reason-
able level of approximation.23 The functional was also tested
in numerous previous studies and provided a good reproduc-
tion of experimental results for most systems with moderate
basis sets.24–26

Because of the ample experimental material that was ac-
quired by other researchers we investigate the vibrational
averaging effects on a series of methane derivatives. For
these compounds computations on various levels of approxi-
mation can be done and accurate NMR data obtained in a
variety of conditions, including extrapolated zero-pressure
gas phase measurement and isotopic substitutions. For the
bromine compounds, the precision of the computations is
somewhat restricted by the relativistic effects3,27 not included
in the present study. However this does not affect the con-
clusions made for the general behavior of the vibrational
contributions for light atoms. For heavy elements, however,
such as the HI molecule,28 the geometry dependence of the
NMR parameters may be significantly influenced by the
relativity.

In order to verify the tendencies on more applied sys-
tems and having in mind the tremendous power of NMR for
biomolecular studies1,29 we also vibrationally average
J-coupling constants for three variously charged alanine
forms and two sugar derivatives, experimental results for
which are reported in previous works.30,31 Indeed, the aver-
aging led to a considerable increase in precision of the ala-
nine spin-spin coupling constants. For the sugars, it may en-
hance the overall precision, but the vibrational effects are
comparable to the error of the DFT computations and experi-
mental inaccuracy.

II. METHOD

A. Vibrational averaging

We are interested in averaging of NMR properties in
semirigid molecules, where nuclear potential can be ex-
panded to Taylor series starting from the harmonic term.32

Even for flexible molecules this approach can be used when
we assume a weak coupling between lower and higher vibra-
tional frequency motions and adopt an independent �adia-
batic� averaging.24,33,34 In this study, the potential part V of
the vibrational Hamiltonian is expanded up to fourth powers
of all normal mode coordinates Qi, as
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where �i are the harmonic frequencies, M =3N-6, and N is
number of atoms. Typically, only semidiagonal normal mode
quartic constants with two and more identical indices �e.g.,
diijk� are considered, as these can be obtained by a single
normal mode numerical differentiation of harmonic force
fields.35,36 For control computations indicated below, we con-
structed the entire quartic part including terms with four dif-
ferent coordinates.

The NMR properties were expanded around the equilib-
rium as well. For a vibrational wave function �n both prop-
erties P �P=�, chemical shift or isotropic shielding, or P
=J, indirect spin-spin coupling constant� were calculated as
an average,

Pn = ��n�P��n� , �2�

with

P = P0 + �
i

P1,iQi +
1

2�
i,j

P2,ijQiQj , �3�

where P1 and P2 are the first and second normal mode prop-
erty derivatives, respectively. Only ground state �n=0� is
considered in the current study. If desired, the temperature-
dependent effects involving vibrational excitations can be
obtained from a relatively simple Boltzmann averaging.18

Under normal circumstances, however, the temperature cor-
rections are much smaller and contribute by less than 	10%
to the total vibrational correction.2 The normal mode deriva-
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tives were obtained from Cartesian derivatives p1 and p2 by
linear transformations,

P1,i = �
�,�

p1,��S��,i,

P2,ij = �
�,�,�,�

p2,����S��,iS��,j , �4�

where S is the normal mode—Cartesian transformation ma-
trix. The Cartesian derivatives were calculated by numerical
differentiations formulas as

p1,�� =
p�R�� + �� − p�R�� − ��

2�
, �5a�

p2,���� =
p�R�� + �,R�� + �� − p�R�� + �,R�� − �� − p�R�� − �,R�� + �� + p�R�� − �,R�� − ��

�2��2 , �5b�

where, for example, p�R��+� ,R��−�� is the property
evaluated at a geometry differing from the reference �opti-
mized� structure by a �-displacement of �-coordinate ��
=x ,y ,z� of an atom �, and by an opposite displacement of
the �-coordinate of atom �. Based on trial computations,
previous experience35,37,38 and available literature,36,39 the
step was chosen as �=0.05 Å. This value minimizes nu-
merical noise coming from DFT grid integration, solvent
model inaccuracies and convergence thresholds, while such
displacements still reasonably well describe the derivatives
of molecular properties at the equilibrium point. Similarly,
the anharmonic force field �coefficients cijk, dijkl in Eq. �1��
was computed from Eqs. �5a� and �5b�, where analytical sec-
ond derivatives �Hessian� were used instead of p. From a
practical point of view it is important to realize that the di-
agonal second derivatives of p �for the force field, these are
equal to the fourth energy derivatives� simplify to

p2,���� =
p�R�� + �� + p�R�� − �� − 2p

�2 , �5c�

and thus they can also be obtained by a simpler one-
coordinate differentiation scheme involving 6N displace-
ments, which is significantly faster than the general formula
�5b� based on �6N�2 displacements.

The vibrational wave function �n was expanded into a
harmonic oscillator basis comprising up to five times excited
states, within the usual vibrational configuration interaction
�VCI�.35,37 Alternatively, we calculated the properties using a
computationally cheaper second-order perturbation �PT2�
scheme,35,36 where the wave function �n is expanded in the
harmonic oscillator basis around corresponding harmonic
state �n�=	n,

�n = 	n + �
l�n

A�En,El,�l�V�n��	l, �6�

where

A�En,El,�l�V�n��

= − 1
2 �El − En 
 
�El − En�2 + 4�l�V�n�2�/�l�V�n� . �7�

The “+” sign in the previous formula holds for En�El and

the “�” sign for EnEl; En are the unperturbed energies.
Note that for well-separated energy levels �when �En−El�
� ��l�V�n��� expression �7� becomes the usual term
�l�V�n� / �En−El� known from the second order perturbation
theory.35,38 The general formula �7� is more numerically
stable as it allows for random degeneracies of vibrational
levels.

B. Computations

The harmonic force fields were calculated by the GAUSS-

IAN program40 at equilibrium geometries. For the methane
derivatives, the force field and geometries calculated at the
B3LYP �Ref. 22�/6-311+ +G�� level were used. For the
sugar derivatives, the BPW91 �Ref. 41� functional was addi-
tionally employed for a comparison, and for alanine the
B3LYP level was combined with the CPCM �polarizable
continuum model based on the conductor-like approxima-
tion, Ref. 42� solvent model. Similarly, the derivatives of the
isotropic shielding �trace of the shielding tensor� and indirect
spin-spin coupling constants were obtained by GAUSSIAN at
the same approximation. Exceptions with different basis sets
are indicated below. GAUSSIAN default gauge-invariant
atomic orbital method43 was used to ensure origin indepen-
dence of the results. Program S4 �Ref. 37� was used for the
anharmonic computations, enabling VCI �within the har-
monic oscillator wave functions� lately expanded by the vi-
brational self-consistent field and degeneracy-resistant
PT2.35,38 The ACESII �Ref. 44� software was used for bench-
mark computations of the shielding for the methane deriva-
tives at the CCSD, CCSD�T� and CCSDT levels, performed
on DFT geometries.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dependence on vibrational wave function

In order to separate the role of the potential �force field�
and NMR property coordinate-dependence �“anharmonic-
ity”� we compare different averaging schemes for the CH4

and CH3F molecules in Table I for a complete second-order
expansion of the isotropic shielding and spin-spin coupling
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constants. We can immediately see that the averages obtained
from the harmonic vibrational wave function �in this case
based on the B3LYP/6-311+ +G�� force field, column C2 in
Table I� significantly differ from the equilibrium values �col-
umn C1�. The isotropic shieldings and coupling constants
change by 1%–4%. This is in agreement with observations
made in previous studies,9,10 and confirms the importance of
the second property derivatives for the averaging, as the first
derivative contributions vanish in the harmonic wave func-
tion limit. Therefore, the vibrational correction to the equi-
librium values can be at least qualitatively obtained with the
quadratic part of the molecular potential only, computation
of which is a standard part of most quantum chemical codes.

However, when the cubic force constants are included
�column C3 in Table I� they can still significantly modify the
harmonic results. For example, the �C CH4 total cubic cor-
rection �186.88–190.51=−3.63 ppm� is in absolute value by
	80% larger than the harmonic one �188.52–190.51=
−1.99 ppm�. The cubic potential part accounts for the depen-
dence of the parameters on the geometry and, at least for the
shielding, it thus should not be neglected. This is in agree-
ment with the dependence of the chemical shift on the ge-
ometry observed also in other studies.13 On the other hand,
the addition of the cubic part to the harmonic force field does
not change the coupling constants that much; for example,
J�H−H� for CH3F changes by 	0.03% only. The dominance
of the second derivatives of the spin-spin coupling constants
for the averaging effects was observed even in large
molecules.8 A relatively minor improvement can thus be
achieved for the coupling by the inclusion of the cubic force
field. However the rough estimates of the cpu times at the
bottom of Table I indicate that this advantage is outweighed
by a large computational expense. The leading semidiagonal

cubic term �cjii� can, in principle, be obtained more cheaply
from the gradients; this was, however, not explored in the
present implementation where the semidiagonal constants re-
quired the same cpu time as the complete cubic force field.

Compared to the cubic correction, the inclusion of the
semidiagonal �diijk, column C4 in Table I� and complete
�dijkl, C5� quartic force fields leads to negligible changes
both in the shielding and coupling. Note that the computation
of the complete quartic force field is by an order of magni-
tude more expensive than for the semidiagonal terms; tre-
mendous savings of computational time can thus be achieved
when only the diagonal part obtainable by Eq. �5c� is ex-
plored. Obviously, the quartic terms can be important for
more flexible molecules,34 or for excited vibrational
states.35,38 It thus appears reasonable to include the diijk part
of the quartic force field in the computations with a negli-
gible computer cost.

Some variance of the results in Table I can be caused by
the approximation of the vibrational wave function: the per-
turbational calculus �PT2, column C5� and VCI �column C6�
provide values differing by less than 	0.1%, which is, how-
ever, negligible given the overall precision of the DFT com-
putations. The PT2 method thus appears more universal for
this purpose, as it is faster and allows includes a larger num-
ber of vibrationally excited states in the wave function con-
struction. The VCI method is significantly limited for larger
molecules by the need to diagonalize a huge Hamiltonian
matrix;35 nevertheless, it cannot be completely avoided for
strongly anharmonic potentials and accurate treatment of
Fermi resonances. The variational treatment, however, does
not seem to be necessary for the ground state NMR proper-
ties. The values of vibrational corrections are generally in

TABLE I. The dependence of selected NMR parameters �for the complete second-order expansion of the
isotropic shielding and spin-spin coupling �Eq. �3��� in CH4 and CH3F on vibrational wave function model.
Equilibrium values �C1� are compared to those obtained by averaging with the harmonic wave function �C2�,
with wave function where the cubic �C3�, cubic and semidiagonal quartic �C4, diijk�, and complete quartic �C5,
Eq. �1�� perturbations were included. The last column �C6� is also for the full force field expansion �Eq. �1��, but
for a VCI variational calculation with up to five times harmonic oscillator basis functions.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

�C

CH4 190.51 188.52 186.88 186.93 186.91 186.78
CH3F 109.31 105.36 105.30 105.31 105.31 105.24

�H

CH4 31.73 31.49 31.24 31.22 31.24 31.24
CH3F 27.58 27.00 26.99 26.97 26.98 26.99

JCH

CH4 119.32 123.88 124.11 124.23 124.15 124.18
CH3F 140.36 145.47 145.51 145.58 145.54 145.58

JHH

CH4 �11.68 �12.40 �12.14 �12.15 �12.14 �12.14
CH3F �8.08 �8.38 �8.37 �8.39 �8.38 �8.38

ta 0 1.5 min 45 min 45 min 22.5 h 22.5 h

aApproximate computer time needed for the estimation of the relevant CH3F force field part, for a 64-bit Intel
Xeon 2.4 GHz processor, 4-cpu parallel run, at the B3LYP/6-311+ +G�� level.
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agreement with the values found in previous studies; for ex-
ample, the methane �H correction 0.49 ppm was previously
predicted as 0.59 ppm.2,9

B. Shielding averaging in methane derivatives

From now on, we will use the vibrational wave function
based on the complete cubic and semidiagonal quartic force
field, and concentrate on the property averaging. For nine
halogen methanes the differences caused by inclusion of the
different derivatives for carbon and hydrogen shielding as
related to methane are apparent in Table II. Before we per-
form a detailed analysis, we should emphasize that the vibra-
tional correction makes only a minor contribution to the
overall error of computed shifts, which thus should be cau-
tiously compared to experimental values. Other errors might
arise from the neglect of the solvent effects, from the DFT
limitations,20 and relativistic effects in case of the bromine
derivatives,27 proper analysis of which goes beyond the topic
of this study. Also, even for the careful selection of accurate

experimental data, a different choice of standardization of
experimental shifts and further environmental factors intro-
duces in the comparison variations beyond our control. In
spite of these obstacles, many important aspects of the vibra-
tional correction can be observed.

Inclusion of the property first derivatives �see column �i

in Table II� causes a modest change in the equilibrium values
��0�, typically less than 1 ppm for carbon and 	0.1 ppm for
hydrogen atoms. �Total parameter values up to the indicated
level are given in all tables. Thus the values marked as diag-
onal second derivatives �ii involve also the equilibrium, �0,
and first derivatives, �i� The diagonal second derivative ��ii,
normal mode derivatives were obtained from the Cartesian
diagonal derivatives using Eqs. �4� and �5c�� contributions
possess same signs as those stemming from the first deriva-
tives. Interestingly, the relative differences between �i and
�ii are quite large for carbons, typically 3%–5%. For hydro-
gen atoms they are smaller and of similar magnitudes as
those caused by the addition of the first derivatives to the
equilibrium values.

TABLE II. Chemical shifts �ppm� of the methane derivatives �related to methane� calculated with the zero, first, and second derivative corrections �zero �0,
first �i, first and second �diagonal, �ii, and all, �ij� derivatives of the isotropic shielding were included, using the perturbational formula �6� by default� as
compared to the experiment. Methane shifts relative to TMS were �C=−7.0 ppm and �H=0.14 ppm �Ref. 23�, zero density gas phase values are extrapolated.

�0 �i �ii �ij �ij
var a �expt Expt. conditions

Hydrogen shift
CH4 0 0 0 0 0 0 Gas, atmospheric pressureb

CH3F 4.15 4.11 4.13 4.25 4.25 3.96 Infinite dilution, cyclohexanec

CH2F2 5.53 5.51 5.55 5.66 5.67 5.41 Gas phase, zero densityd

CHF3 6.18 6.11 6.1 6.23 6.24
8.18 Gas phase, zero densityd

6.11 Infinite dilution, cyclohexanec

CH3Cl 2.74 2.68 2.69 2.82 2.81 2.96 5% in CCl4
e

CH2Cl2 5.14 5.03 5.1 5.25 5.25 5.16 5% in CCl4
e

CHCl3 7.25 7.11 7.2 7.33 7.33 7.13 5% in CCl4
e

CH3Br 2.49 2.41 2.42 2.56 2.55 2.18 Gas phase, zero densityf

CH2Br2 5.16 5.02 5.12 5.27 5.27 4.81 5% in CCl4
e

CHBr3 7.62 7.43 7.53 7.68 7.69 6.69 5% in CCl4
e

� k 0.32 0.25 0.29 0.39 0.40 0.00

Carbon shift
CH4 0 0 0 0 0 0 Gas phase, zero densityb

CH3F 81.20 81.08 78.06 81.62 81.55 78.60 2M solution in CDCl3
g

CH2F2 122.23 122.05 118.61 122.50 122.40 115.64 Gas phase, zero densityh

CHF3 132.49 131.89 127.88 131.43 131.30 124.63 Gas phase, zero densityd

CH3Cl 40.12 39.60 36.48 39.29 39.22 32.60 2M solution in CDCl3
g

CH2Cl2 80.60 79.43 76.14 79.18 79.06 60.52 Solution in CDCl3
i

CHCl3 118.36 116.91 112.99 116.25 116.11 84.36 Solution in CDCl3
i

CH3Br 30.91 30.26 27.17 29.67 29.58 16.60 2M solution in CDCl3
g

CH2Br2 73.21 71.98 68.88 71.47 71.36 33.30 j

CHBr3 119.12 117.45 113.29 116.5 116.36 24.30 j

� k 18.95 18.29 15.29 18.09 18.00 0.00

aVariational wave function was used, Eq. �2�.
bReference 23.
cReference 49.
dReference 27.
eReference 50.
fReference 51.
gReference 52.
hReference 53.
iReference 47.
jReference 54.
kThe symbol � denotes average absolute deviation to the experimental values.
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The hydrogen and carbon shifts exhibit a different be-
havior also under the inclusion of the off-diagonal second
shielding derivatives in the averaging �the �ij column of
Table II�. In comparison with the equilibrium, the �ij and �ii

carbon shift corrections have the same signs �except for
CH3F and CH2F2, where �ii exhibit a decrease and �ij in-
crease of the shifts�, for hydrogen atoms an opposite correc-
tion caused by the “diagonal” and “complete” second deriva-
tives occurs in majority of cases. This points out the danger
for practical computations where the diagonal derivative re-
striction is often adopted from pragmatic reasons or the off-
diagonal coupling is partially eliminated by a geometry
ansatz.8,9 Finally, as already found in Table I, we see that the
perturbational and variational �c.f. columns �ij and �ij

a in
Table II� wave function averaging provide very similar re-
sults indeed.

The averaging does not give a convincing improvement
of the total chemical shifts calculated at the DFT level �see
the average absolute deviations from experiment, �, in Table
II�. We estimate the role of the electronic wave function ap-
proximation in Table III, where the B3LYP results are com-
pared to more accurate CCSD and CCSD�T� computations
for CH3F, CH2F2, and CHF3. The DFT equilibrium values

��0� mostly differ from those obtained by the more precise
wave function methods by a wider margin than the vibra-
tional correction; however, when the DFT vibrational correc-
tion is added to the most precise CCSD�T� /qz2p computa-
tion �column �ij

a � clear improvement of the equilibrium
values can be seen for CH2F2 and CHF3. For CH3F the re-
maining error can be most probably attributed the solvent
effects as the gas values are not available to us �see Table I�.
Unfortunately, we could not obtain the full �ij values vibra-
tionally corrected consistently at the CCSD�T� /qz2p level in
a reasonable computer time. Nevertheless, trial computations
on methane indicate that CCSD�T� shielding derivatives and
vibrational correction very closely copy those obtained by
DFT, which justifies the perturbation additive approach.

Proper vibrational averaging is also important for inter-
pretation of NMR shift changes caused by isotopic substitu-
tions. As documented for the seven methane derivatives in
Table IV, the averaging comprising the complete set of de-
rivatives ��ij� provides a good representation of the experi-
mentally observed effects, perhaps except for CHBr3 where
the calculated value is strongly overestimated. More impor-
tantly, we clearly see the significance of the off-diagonal

TABLE III. Chemical shifts �ppm� of the methane derivatives �related to methane� calculated by six theoretical
models �meaning of other symbols is the same as in Table I�.

Level basis

B3LYP
6-311+ +G��

�0

CCSD
tz2p
�0

CCSD�T�
tz2p
�0

CCSD�T�
qz2p

�0

B3L
6-311+ +G��

�ij

CCSD�T�
qz2p
�ij

a �expt

Hydrogen shift
CH3F 4.15 3.85 3.91 3.94 4.25 4.04 3.96
CH2F2 5.53 5.13 5.22 5.25 5.66 5.39 5.41
CHF3 6.18 5.71 5.80 5.87 6.23 6.08 6.11

Carbon shift
CH3F 81.02 74.01 74.90 76.36 81.62 76.71 78.6
CH2F2 122.23 113.17 114.97 115.97 122.5 116.14 115.64
CHF3 132.49 124.71 126.91 126.92 131.43 125.73 124.63

aVibrational correction obtained at the B3L/6-311+ +G�� level.

TABLE IV. Calculated and experimental isotopic effects in chemical shifts �ppm� for selected methane deriva-
tives �the meaning of symbols is analogous as in Table II�.

�0 �i �ii �ij �ij
var Expt.

13C�perD-perH�
CH2Cl2 0 �0.15 �0.78 �0.47 �0.49 −0.3983
0.0002 a

CHCl3 0 �0.05 �0.41 �0.20 �0.21 −0.2026
0.0005 b

CH3Br 0 �0.37 �1.14 �0.69 �0.72 −0.4747
0.0002 a

CH2Br2 0 �0.19 �0.88 �0.48 �0.52 −0.1892
0.0001 a

CHBr3 0 �0.08 �0.38 �0.2 �0.21
−0.0291
0.0001�26 mol % in CD3OD�a

−0.11
0.05 �neat�c

1H �13C– 12C�
CH3F 0 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.003
0.002 d

CH2F2 0 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
0.005 d

CHF3 0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003
0.005 d

aReference 55.
bReference 56.
cReference 57.
dReference 49.
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shift derivatives for the averaging: the D–H isotope shifts in
the 13C spectra obtained with �ii are almost twice as big as
those based on �ij.

C. Spin-spin coupling vibrational averaging

Unlike for the shielding, DFT established as a reliable
method for estimation of the indirect spin-spin coupling
constants.24,26,31,45 Indeed, the calculated equilibrium
J�C–H� and J�H–H� coupling constants in the methane de-
rivatives �J0 in Table V� faithfully mimic the experimental

values. However, couplings involving the fluorine atom are
notoriously difficult for DFT.2,46 Therefore, for J�C–F� and
J�H–F� we used reference values obtained by Lantto et al.47

from a multiconfiguration SCF calculation.
The vibrational averaging further improves the equilib-

rium constants. However the first and second coupling con-
stant derivatives contribute in a different manner than for the
shielding. While a comparatively large effect was caused by
the first derivatives for the shielding, only minor changes are
caused by their inclusion for the spin-spin coupling �c.f. the
J0 and Ji columns in Table V�. Neither this correction leads

TABLE V. Spin-spin coupling constants �in hertz� in the methane derivatives calculated with the zero, first, and second derivative corrections �zero �J0�, first
�Ji� and second �diagonal, Jii, and all, Jij� derivatives of the indirect spin-spin coupling constants are included, using the perturbational formula �6� by default�
as compared to the experiment.

J0 Ji Jii Jij Jij
var a Jexpt Expt. conditions

J�C–H�
CH4 119.32 120.39 123.16 124.23 124.26 125.0 10% in CCl4

b

CH3F 140.36 141.64 145.37 145.58 145.62 147.25 Gas, zero densityc

CH2F2 173.54 175.47 180.37 179.78 179.85 180.42 Gas, zero densityd

CHF3 228.87 230.94 239.63 237.40 237.55 235.63 Gas, zero densitye

CH3Cl 142.42 143.06 146.98 146.94 146.89 150 10% in CCl4
b

CH2Cl2 172.15 172.33 177.59 176.27 176.31 178.50 Gas, zero densityf

CHCl3 208.40 208.34 215.92 212.85 212.93 208.3 21% in CCl4
g

CH3Br 144.75 145.28 149.28 149.01 149.00 149.45 Gas, zero densityh

CH2Br2 173.90 174.15 179.43 177.66 177.73 178 23% in CCl4
g

CHBr3 204.39 204.48 211.77 208.27 208.41 204.3 25% in cyclohexaneg

� l 8.41 7.15 2.66 2.79 2.76 0.00

J�H–H�
CH4 �11.68 �11.55 �11.59 �12.15 �12.15 �12.38 10% in CCl4

b

CH3F �8.08 �7.79 �8.00 �8.39 �8.39 �9.51 10% in CCl4
b

CH2F2 3.33 4.27 4.96 4.63 4.66 ¯ ¯

CH3Cl �9.06 �9.00 �9.38 �9.66 �9.68 �10.68 10% in CCl4
b

CH2Cl2 �5.11 �5.12 �5.37 �5.43 �5.47 6.77 i

CH3Br �8.18 �8.12 �8.51 �8.72 �8.76 �10.10 10% in CCl4
b

CH2Br2 �3.84 �3.71 �3.95 �3.93 �3.93 5.54 10% in CCl4
b

� l 1.43 1.56 1.31 0.94 0.93 0.00

J�C–F�
CH3F �156.60j �160.86 �162.64 �159.90 �160.08 �160.2 Gas, zero densityk

CH2F2 �220.70j �225.50 �226.06 �224.52 �224.52 �234.55 Gas, zero densityd

CHF3 �242.10j �237.28 �236.81 �238.34 �238.28 �272.29 Gas, zero densitye

� l 15.88 14.91 15.47 14.76 14.72 0.00

J�H–F�
CH3F 48.80j 48.70 46.77 46.59 46.81 46.6 Gas, zero densityk

CH2F2 51.90j 52.02 51.13 50.22 50.25 50.24 Gas, zero densityd

CHF3 79.30j 79.34 79.51 79.14 79.18 79.92 Gas, zero densitye

� l 1.49 1.49 0.49 0.27 0.32 0.00

aVariational wave function was used, Eq. �2�.
bReference 58.
cReference 52.
dReference 53.
eReference 27.
fReference 59.
gReference 60.
hReference 51.
iReference 61.
jThese equilibrium J-values were taken from Ref. 47 as calculated at a MRSCF level.
kReference 47.
lAverage absolute deviation from experiment.
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to a convincing statistical improvement: although the aver-
age absolute deviation decreases from 8.41 to 7.15 Hz for
J�C–H�, it increases from 1.43 to 1.56 Hz for J�H–H�, and
it nearly stagnates for the J�C–F� and J�H–F� couplings.

The decisive contribution to the vibrational averaging of
the coupling constants thus comes from the second deriva-
tives. For averaged J�H–F� constants �column Jij� the error �
decreases about four times if compared to the equilibrium.
For J�C–F� the improvement is rather minor, but this mostly
reflects inaccuracies in the equilibrium values. The diagonal
terms Jii improve all the J�C–H�, J�H–H�, J�C–F�, and
J�H–F� average deviations. Unlike for the shifts, the off-
diagonal second derivatives �c.f. Jij in Table V� do not seem
to be decisive for an overall enhancement, although in most
cases they do improve the diagonal results. For example, for
CH4 the J�C–H�=123.16 Hz obtained with Jii increases to
124.23 Hz with Jij, which is much closer to the experimental
value of 125.0. The total vibrational correction of this con-
stant is close to the value obtained by an alternate zero-point
vibrational correction.14

Previous studies suggest that the off-diagonal coupling
second derivatives might be more important for a correct
modeling of isotopic effects.48 Indeed, a striking importance
of this term is encountered for the primary and secondary
isotopic effects in the CH3Br molecule �Table VI�. For ex-
ample, the mono- and dideuterated compounds exhibit
�0.29 and �0.62 Hz primary isotopic shifts for the J�C–H�
constants, which are very well reproduced by the full Jij

calculation �as �0.25 and �0.74 Hz, respectively�. The iso-
topic effects calculated with the diagonal second derivatives
only ��0.78 and �1.08 Hz� are strongly overestimated.

Nevertheless, the dominant role of the diagonal second
derivatives makes it possible to roughly estimate contribu-
tions of individual normal modes to the vibrational parts of
the coupling constants, as done for the CH3F molecule in
Fig. 1. We can observe that all vibrational modes contribute
similarly; perhaps surprising is the modest contribution of
the strongly energy-anharmonic C–H stretching modes �7–
9�, but this fact is in line with the aforementioned observa-
tion �c.f. Table I� that the potential energy anharmonicity is
not so important for the averaging and that the harmonic
wave function recovers most of the vibrational effects. At the
harmonic limit the first property derivatives vanish and the

second derivatives dominate. It is also important to note that
within the harmonic approximation the average square of the
coordinate is the same for all modes �i.e., �q2�= 1

2 in the
dimensionless normal mode coordinates32�. In other words,
property second derivatives and not the potential energy sur-
face determine individual vibrational mode contributions to
the averaging.

D. Basis set dependence

As pointed out in many previous studies2,5 calculated
NMR shifts and spin-spin coupling constants might be gen-
erally very dependent on the basis set. In Fig. 2, the zero,
first, and second derivative contributions to selected isotropic
shieldings and couplings in the CH4, CH3F, and CH3Cl mol-
ecules are plotted as calculated with four common basis sets
of GAUSSIAN �Ref. 40� �Pople-type 6-31G, 6-31��, and
6-311+ +G�� functions, and Dunning’s aug-cc-pVTZ and
aug-cc-pVQZ�. Although the NMR shift derivatives in this
comparison do not exhibit a significant dependence, closer
look reveals some variations that increase as �0�i�ii. As
an extreme, the �ii vibrational correction to the carbon shift
in methane reduces to 	50% when the basis set is increased
from 6-31G to aug-cc-pVQZ. This trend is much more pro-
nounced for the coupling constants, where some small Ji and
Jii contributions even change signs when calculated with dif-
ferent bases. Obviously, the computer time increases sharply
with the basis set size �for example, 55 and 9906 s were
needed for the 6-31G �28 b.f.� and aug-cc-pVQZ �302 b.f.�
computations on CH3Cl, respectively�. Nevertheless, we can
estimate that the 6-311+ +G�� basis set used in this study as

TABLE VI. Contribution of the spin-spin coupling constant derivatives �in hertz� to primary ���J� and sec-
ondary ��J� isotopic effects in bromomethane �the meaning of symbols is the same as in Table V�.

J0 Ji Jii Jij Jij
var Jexpt

a

��J �13C–H, relative to CH3Br�b

CH2DBr 0 0.16 �0.78 �0.21 �0.25 �0.29
CHD2Br 0 0.01 �1.08 �0.72 �0.74 �0.62
CD3Br 0 �0.14 �1.44 �1.22 �1.23 �0.94

�J�13C–H, relative to CH3Br�c

CH2DBr 0 �0.145 �0.32 �0.47 �0.29 �0.31
CHD2Br 0 �0.295 �0.63 �0.94 �0.95 �0.61

aReference 62.
bThe primary effect is defined as J�C–H, in CH3Br�–��H /�D� J�C–D, in deuterated analogs�.
cThe secondary effect is J�C–H, in CH3Br�–J�C–H, in deuterated analogs�.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Relative normal mode contributions to the second
derivative vibrational corrections ��2P /�xi�xi, see the last term in Eq. �3�� of
the coupling constants in CH3F.
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the default provides consistent results well balancing the ac-
curacy and the computational cost. In particular, the basis set
dependence does not affect the general conclusions about the
importance of individual derivative terms.

E. Spin-spin coupling in variously charged
alanine forms

Many previous results confirm that the spin-spin cou-
pling is dependent on fine changes in molecular environment
and structure. This was also documented on the pH depen-
dence of alanine spin-spin coupling constants that was re-
ported for isotopically labeled �15N, 13C� alanine
previously.30 We use this molecule �Fig. 3� as a typical ex-
ample to show how the vibrational averaging behaves for
larger polar systems. In fact, based on the results given in
Table VII where the constants calculated with different in-
volvements of the J-coupling derivatives are compared to
experiment, we observe similar trends as found for the meth-
ane derivatives above. The coupling first derivatives them-
selves do not improve the equilibrium values, although their

contribution cannot be neglected in the total sum. On the
other hand, the spin-spin coupling second derivatives signifi-
cantly improve the agreement with experiment. The results
obtained with the perturbational and variational wave func-
tions are almost the same for the zwitterion, but larger dif-
ferences between the two approaches can be seen for the
other two forms: The average absolute error is almost halved
for the cation, whereas it decreases for the anion by 	10%
under the variational wave function treatment. This might
reflect conformational and dynamical differences between
these three forms30 and a large anharmonicity of the molecu-
lar potential energy surface.

Due to the limited precision of DFT and lack of a reli-
able standard, the vibrationally corrected alanine NMR shifts
�not shown� did not convincingly improve the equilibrium
values reported in Ref. 30. Also, for some vibrational modes,
e.g., the CH3 and NH3 rotations, expansion �1� might not be
appropriate. However, the overall trend in the chemical shift
vibrational corrections is similar to that found for the meth-
ane derivatives. This can also be seen in Fig. 4 showing
average relative importance of the first and second shift and
spin-spin constant derivatives as calculated for the alanine
zwitterion: the shifts are less sensitive to the molecular vi-
brations, and the role of the second derivatives is at least as
important as that of the first ones.

The relative importance of the J-coupling derivatives
plotted in the lower part of Fig. 4 seems to provide some-
what different message than the analysis based on Table VII.
The diagonal second derivatives �Jii� that are most important
for the correct reproduction of the experiment in Table VII
make on average only 36% of the relative vibrational correc-
tions. On the other hand the relative contribution of the
Jij-type derivatives that were not found so important in the
previous examples is relatively high �17%�. However, this
apparent paradox is caused by taking into account all con-
stants in Fig. 4, while only measurable ones were included in
Table VII. Very small constants amplify the differences of
the relative changes �in percent�. For the measurable zwitte-
rion constants the Jij contribution did not provide any further
improvement if compared to Jii �therefore, it is not included
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Basis set dependence of the equilibrium �0�, first �i�
and diagonal second �ii� vibrational corrections to selected isotropic shield-
ing �� �ppm�, for bold atoms indicated on the x-axis� and spin-spin coupling
�J �Hz�� constants, for the B3LYP functional and the B3LYP/6-311+ +G��

force field.
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FIG. 3. Numbering of atoms in the alanine zwitterion. The anion and cation
were numbered analogously.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Calculated averaged equilibrium and vibrational parts
of absolute shifts ��� and spin-spin coupling constants �J� in the alanine
zwitterion are plotted on the left. For the vibrational parts, average relative
ratios of the first �i�, diagonal �ii�, and off-diagonal �ij� second derivatives
are plotted at the right hand side.
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TABLE VII. Spin-spin coupling constants �in hertz� in the three alanine charged forms calculated with the
derivative corrections as compared to the experiment. Meaning of symbols is the same as in Table V �the
numbering of atoms is defined in Fig. 3�.

Coupled atoms J0 Ji Jii Jii
var Jexpt

a

Zwitterion
N–C2 �3.01 �2.78 �2.98 �2.76 �5.7
C2–C4 34.34 35.46 35.94 35.52 34.9
C2–C3 51.28 49.96 50.27 51.16 54.0
C2–H2 146.24 147.31 151.65 151.60 145.1
C4–H4 123.58 123.64 129.77 130.37 129.7
N–H2 �1.33 �1.47 �1.23 �1.30 0.0
N–C4 �0.46 �0.53 �0.37 �0.31 0.0
N–C3 �0.06 �0.05 �0.01 0.03 0.0
C2–H4 �3.11 �3.12 �3.89 �3.81 �4.4
C4–H2 �3.05 �3.16 �3.84 �3.73 �4.6
C3–C4 �1.10 �1.07 �1.25 �1.25 �1.2
C3–H2 �3.81 �4.01 �4.62 �4.48 �5.0
N–H4 �3.45 �3.33 �3.70 �3.92 �3.1
C3–H4 3.60 3.73 4.03 4.02 4.2
H2–H4 6.43 6.62 7.65 7.43 7.3
� 1.40 1.54 1.23 1.23 0

Cation �A+�
N–C2 �5.27 �4.67 �5.18 �5.10 �6.55
C2–C4 32.12 31.69 33.89 33.73 34.1
C2–C3 54.85 54.24 54.87 57.78 59.6
C2–H2 147.13 149.20 154.29 150.27 146.6
C4–H4 126.41 128.06 134.54 131.23 131
N–H2 �0.69 �0.75 �0.44 �0.50 0
N–C4 �0.28 �0.21 0.09 �0.16 0
N–C3 0.03 0.01 0.14 �0.02 0
C2–H4 �3.06 �3.21 �4.30 �3.85 �4.6
C4–H2 �3.41 �3.05 �3.95 �4.41 �4.95
C3–C4 �1.22 �1.23 �1.62 �1.74 �1.3
C3–H2 �4.36 �3.84 �4.69 �5.19 �6
N–H4 �3.58 �3.52 �4.06 �3.79 �3.05
C3–H4 4.37 4.31 4.78 4.70 4.55
H2–H4 6.39 6.40 7.64 7.17 7.3
� 1.37 1.55 1.51 0.79 0

Anion �A−�
N–C2 �2.54 �2.36 �2.08 �2.79 �4.3
C2–C4 35.75 36.43 37.76 37.38 35.2
C2–C3 50.00 49.29 48.99 51.13 52.7
C2–H2 132.34 133.61 139.95 137.41 138.4
C4–H4 120.04 119.95 131.87 132.52 127.6
N–H2 �3.37 �3.68 �3.73 �2.64 �2.2
N–C4 �4.22 �3.69 �3.55 �4.64 0
N–C3 0.95 1.00 0.74 0.75 0
C2–H4 �3.03 �2.88 �4.72 �4.82 �4.3
C4–H2 �4.20 �3.78 �4.62 �5.46 �4.75
C3–C4 0.22 0.38 0.09 0.43 0
C3–H2 �3.34 �3.15 �4.03 �4.31 �4.3
N–H4 �3.59 �3.29 �4.01 �4.65 �3
C3–H4 3.56 3.74 4.55 4.41 4.3
H2–H4 6.36 6.32 8.48 8.20 7.1
� 2.00 2.05 1.58 1.44 0

aReference 30.
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in Table VII�. Because of the limited accuracy of present
computations and the long time needed for the evaluation of
Jij, their neglecting remains justified. The total vibrational
contribution to the coupling constants ��Jvib=32%� is larger
than the vibrational shielding correction ���vib=14%�. How-
ever, for measurable coupling constants, such as those in
Table VII, the vibrational contributions rarely exceed 20%.

F. Spin-spin coupling in sugar derivatives

Finally, to document the behavior of the vibrational cor-
rections in yet another important class of compounds, we
computed the J-coupling constants for relatively rigid
methyl 2,3-anhydro-�-L-erythrofuranoside and methyl
2,3-anhydro-�-L-erythrofuranoside. Because the results for
the �- and �-isomer were quite similar, we report only those
obtained for the former. The relative vibrational corrections
of the spin-spin coupling constants are similar as for the

aforementioned molecules; yet the contribution of the first
derivatives �Ji in Table VIII� is remarkably big. Similarly as
before, the Jii correction improves the results on average.
Unfortunately, the precision of the DFT computations is lim-
ited, and from the comparison of the B3LYP and BPW91
values in Table VIII we can estimate that the overall error is
similar as the vibrational part itself. As discussed before31 the
error might also be caused by incomplete basis set; even a
presence of another conformer in the sample cannot be com-
pletely excluded. As for the methanes, it is pleasant to see
that the J-coupling vibrational corrections obtained at the
two levels �BPW91, B3LYP, c.f. Table VIII� are similar; thus
the vibrational part can still be used for an improvement of
the equilibrium values even if calculated at a different level.

In order to better understand the role of individual vibra-
tions in the averaging, in Fig. 5 we plot all the normal mode
derivatives of the �with respect to sugar chemistry� most im-
portant J�H2-H3� constant. The relative values of the �J /�Qi

and �2J /�Qi
2 derivatives as well as the contributions weighed

by the coordinate averages ��Qi��J /�Qi, �Qi
2��2J /�Qi

2, Eq.
�3�� are plotted. The vibrational contributions are spread over
the entire range of vibrational frequencies, but less evenly
than for CH3F �Fig. 1�. As said above, the weighing �2J /�Qi

2

by �Qi
2� is mostly formal, as �Qi

2�	0.5 is almost the same for
all modes. On the other hand, weighing of �J /�Qi by �Qi� is
important since both the geometry and property anharmonic-
ity contribute to the first-order correction. With a closer look,
we can observe that the dominant contributions both to the
first and second derivatives come from modes involving the
three-membered epoxy ring �number 11 �799 cm−1�, 12
�855 cm−1�, 15 �938 cm−1�, 25 �1218 cm−1�, 30
�1396 cm−1� 41 �3086 cm−1�, and 42 �3101 cm−1��. Modes
11, 12, and 15 involve ring deformations, modes 25 and 30
involve also C–H bending, and 41 and 42 are C–H stretches.

Another interesting aspect comes from the local �Cs�
symmetry of the epoxy ring with the H2 and H3 hydrogen
atoms. Nearly symmetric modes �“in phase,” 12 and 42� pro-
vide the largest first derivative contributions, these are neg-
ligible for the asymmetric modes �11, 41�. The latter, how-
ever, contribute considerably through the second derivatives.
This complementary behavior can partially be explained by a
primary dependence of the J-coupling on the interatomic dis-
tance H2…H3. For example, the distance is not much
changed in asymmetric stretching vibration when one bond
becomes shorter and the other longer and, consequently, the
first J-derivatives are small for such modes.

FIG. 5. Relative sizes of the first �a� and second �c� normal mode derivatives
of the J�H2–H3� coupling constant in methyl 2,3-anhydro-�-L-
erythrofuranoside, and their weighed contributions ��b� and �d�� to the total
vibrational correction.

TABLE VIII. Spin-spin coupling constants �in hertz� in methyl 2,3-anhydro-�-L-erythrofuranoside �see Fig. 5
for the structure�.

Coupled atoms

BPW91 B3LYP

J0 Ji Jii J0 Ji Jii Jexpt
a

H1–H2 0.72 0.77 0.82 1.00 1.13 1.21 0.7
H2–H3 2.06 2.19 2.34 2.31 2.50 2.73 3.0
H3–H4R 0.93 1.02 1.02 1.21 1.39 1.46 1.0
H3–H4S �0.31 �0.45 �0.39 �0.20 �0.36 �0.22 0.5
H4R–H4S �8.71 �8.02 �8.73 �9.34 �8.80 �10.08 �10.6

aReference 31.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have systematically estimated the importance of the
first and second shielding and spin-spin coupling constant
derivatives for vibrational corrections in a model set of pre-
viously measured compounds. The corrections were found
necessary for a good theoretical interpretation of the experi-
ment. However, the improvement was strongly dependent on
the accuracy of the equilibrium values. The J-coupling con-
stants, for example, could be computed more accurately at
the DFT level than for the shielding, and their corrections
were more beneficial. The behavior of the vibrational correc-
tions in halogen-methanes, variously charged alanine forms,
and the sugar derivatives was similar. Individual vibrational
modes contribute differently, but for accurate results all nor-
mal modes must be included in the averaging.

The role of the energy derivatives was also investigated,
but a limited variance was caused by the vibrational wave
function model. The perturbational approach yielded almost
the same results as the VCI. The inclusion of the full off-
diagonal quartic force field made a negligible difference,
which is important for computer time savings. A minimalistic
and computationally efficient vibrational correction of the
equilibrium values can thus be obtained with the harmonic
vibrational wave function and semidiagonal spin-spin con-
stant derivatives. The complete �off-diagonal� second deriva-
tives of the chemical shifts and spin-spin coupling constants,
however, were found extremely important for the isotope
NMR effects.
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